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It all began on November 17th 1998 from 

an idea of the current president JOURI 

DOUMLER, who decides to focus the business 

on innovation and attention to detail, inherent 

in Italian craftsmanship.

Since then, the growth has continued: Thimeco 

SRL extends  the spaces in Arzignano, and 

opening the  local unit in Ponte Egola, in 

Tuscany; but not only: the company also boasts 

of collabor ation with local companies, such 

as Venezia Pelli with showroom in Vigonovo, 

where it is  possible to admire the Thimeco’s 

collection.  Currently the production is aimed at 

the footwear and leather goods market: Thimeco 

SRL is a leader in the colored bases of leathers, 

“Crust”, or the intermediate stage of processing 

before finishing and final customization; in fact, 

the company has all the colored bases, ready to 

be process ed for the major brands of footwear 

and leather goods.

But also i n the furniture sector Thimeco SRL is 

increasing ly present, producing and exporting 

all over the world: from China to Portugal, 

passing through 12 other countries, 
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including Germany and of course Italy.

Another feature of the company concerns the 

accuracy and speed of execution of the orders: 

the Speedy prompt delivery service is proof of 

this, to customers whom purchase the products 

are guaranteed delivery within three days of their 

confirmation.

A real online showroom, with which over 500 

colors are offered to customers in different 

articles.

Thanks to the innovative and professional skills 

and the strong environmental commitment, 

a metal free product has also been created that 

makes the leather completely eco-friendly: it is 

Thimeco White, a specific brand dedicated to 

the sustainable processing of leather, a method 

that does not resort to heavy metals, degreasers, 

antibacterials and products of chemical 

derivation.

Technological development, experience, 

professionalism, respect for the environment 

and stylistic innovations have therefore always 

represented the key elements that distinguish

Thimeco SRL.



Crust processing

The production facilities
are constantly renewed with the most modern technologies,

in order to guarantee excellent quality.

Delivery to the Arzignano warehouse

The Thimeco warehouse is provided
of over 400,000 square meters of Crust leather,

in order to promptly fulfill customer orders.
Crust has a range of 52 colors

and different thicknesses.

Delivery of finished items

100 collections are available in the Speedy warehouse
in all of colors available in color cards.
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3 sizes:
 0,8 - 1,0 mm
    1,0 - 1,2 mm
   1,2 - 1,4 mm

100 collections

500 colors 
in prompt delivery

     



Thimeco White
We work sustainably

to safeguard our planet.

Thanks to a completely eco-sustainable process,
we have created the range of metal free leather.

At all stages of the process were eliminated
degreasers, antibacterials and derivative products

chemistry, thus reducing by 80% the use of
sulphide and sulfhydrate during the calcination process.

Thanks to the absence of heavy metals,
the hide is completely

ecofriendly and eco-sustainable.
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Shipments all over the world

Wide range of  colors

Delivery in 12 days

Monthly production capacity
up to 400,000 square meters

Great reliability
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I  no s t r i  p ar tn er
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Choose Thimeco

 for your

leather masterpiece



SEDE LEGALE 
Via Montorso 47, 36071 Arzignano (VI) Tel. +39 0444645446

commerciale@thimeco.it - speedy@thimeco.it
C.F. 04795880485 – P.IVA IT 01479820506

UNITÀ LOCALE TOSCANA
Via V. Gioberti, 10 – 56024 Ponte Egola (PI) Tel. +39 0571484079

www.thimeco.it

follow us


